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SMAKA: Secure Many-to-Many Authentication and
Key Agreement Scheme for Vehicular Networks

Jing Zhang, Hong Zhong, Jie Cui, Yan Xu, Lu Liu

Abstract—With the rising popularity of the Internet and com-
munication technology, vehicles can analyze and judge the real-
time data collected by various cloud service providers (CSPs) in a
vehicular network. However, in a vehicular network environment,
real-time data are transmitted via wireless channels, which can
lead to security and privacy issues. To avoid illegal access by ad-
versaries, vehicle authentication and key agreement mechanism
has been considered as one of the promising security measures in
vehicular network environments. Besides, most of the solutions
focus on authentication between one vehicle and one CSP. In
such strategies, the implementation of efficient authentication for
multiple vehicles and CSPs simultaneously is usually challenging.
Further, they are also subjected to performance limitations due
to the overhead incurred. To solve these issues, we propose a
many-to-many authentication and key agreement scheme for
secure authentication between multiple vehicles and CSPs. The
proposed scheme can prevent unauthorized access and provide
SK-security even if temporary information is leaked. To improve
the service, the CSP only needs to broadcast an anonymous
message periodically instead of having to generate a unique
anonymous message for each of vehicles. Similarly, when a
vehicle wants to request the services of m CSPs, it only needs to
send one request message instead of m. Therefore, the proposed
scheme not only implements many-to-many communication but
also significantly reduces the computation and communication
overhead. Moreover, a thorough security analysis shows that
the proposed scheme provides better security compared to other
related schemes.

Index Terms—Vehicular Networks, Authentication, Security,
Many-to-Many, Session Key (SK).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapid growth in the number of vehicles and diverse
user demand for services have led to an exponential

growth in the data generated by vehicles [1], [2]. Therefore,
cloud computing with the ability to collect, process, and
share real-time data is widely used in vehicular networks [3]–
[5]. To reduce data transmission delays and prevent single
points of failure [6], efforts have been made to decentralize
cloud services and instead work with multiple cloud service
providers (CSPs). This has led to the emergence of multi-
cloud environments in vehicular networks [7]. A two-layer
vehicular network structure in a multi-cloud environment is
shown in Figure 1. The lower layer consists of vehicles and
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base stations (BSs). The upper layer contains a registration
authority (RA) and CSPs with different service functions. The
entities can communicate with each other through wireless
communication, such as IEEE 802.11p, 4G, and 5G. Although
CSPs are expected to play an important role in vehicular
network environments, there are some challenges in terms of
data exchange with the vehicles.

Fig. 1. Vehicular network structure in multi-cloud environments.

One of the challenges is the security and privacy issues that
are introduced due to the use of wireless communication in
vehicular network [8], [9]. For instance, sensitive and impor-
tant transmission messages may be subjected to unauthorized
access. Alternatively, if an adversary modifies, imitates, or
replays the transmitted message, it may result in fatal harm
to the data owner. The vehicular networks are accountable
for accidents, which not only require user privacy protection
but also the ability to trace the identities of the offender by
authoritative institutions [10]. Therefore, to avoid illegal access
to data and prevent malicious attackers, conditional privacy
protection authentication and key agreement mechanisms are
considered effective security measures.

Another challenge is the need for researchers to consider the
large number of users apart from paying attention to diversified
services. This challenge can be attributed to the parallel
increase in the number of vehicles and service demands of
the users [11], [12]. Currently, the existing solutions [7], [13],
[14] focus not just on identity authentication of one vehicle
to one server but also on the multiple service requirements
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of one vehicle to a particular server. However, these solutions
are unaware that multiple vehicles require multiple services
from multiple service providers simultaneously in actual de-
ployment [15], [16]. Moreover, considering the large amount
of overhead between different entities, it is difficult to apply
the existing protocols to many-to-many scenarios.

A. Related Work

A series of research works have been done to design
the authentication and key agreement protocol in vehicular
networks, which can be divided into three categories. In 1981,
Lamport [17] first introduced the concept of password au-
thentication with insecure communication. Since then, several
password authentication schemes have been proposed. The first
category appears in various two-party authentication schemes
[18]–[20]. However, these were only work in a single-server
environment. Here, each user would need to be registered
with each server separately. However, with the increase in the
number of vehicles, the transmission delays and single point of
failure of such solutions have become prominent. Therefore,
it is impractical to directly apply the two-party authentication
mechanism to the vehicular network environment.

After the conception of autonomous vehicular cloud in 2010
[21], cloud computing has gradually been applied to vehicular
network environments. The second category is the emergence
of several authentication schemes for vehicular cloud comput-
ing [3], [5], [22], [23]. Here, the cloud is of a temporary kind,
which is composed of several voluntary vehicles. Although
such schemes improve the utilization of vehicle’s internal
resources and reduce the service response time, they ignore the
advantages of traditional cloud computing [24]. In particular,
certain issues related to selection, management, task allocation,
and the number of participating vehicles are not addressed.

To address these drawbacks, researchers have made efforts
to extend a single traditional cloud to multiple cloud services
[7], [25], [26] (or decentralizing the cloud to adopt fog com-
puting [14], [27]–[29]). Here, these two types of schemes are
collectively referred to as vehicles using cloud authentication
schemes in a multi-cloud environment. In other words, the
third category is a multi-cloud authentication scheme. Ma et
al. [14] extended the solution proposed in [27] to support an
efficient three-party authenticated key agreement protocol for
fog-based vehicular ad-hoc networks. However, Chen et al.
[28] pointed out that Jia et al.’s scheme [27] was vulnerable to
an ephemeral secret leakage attack and proposed an enhanced
scheme to withstand this attack. Further, we identified that Ma
et al.’s scheme [14] also suffered from the same drawback as
that of Jia et al.’s scheme, therefore, it also failed to prevent
the ephemeral secret leakage attack.

Recently, Cui et al. [7] proposed an extensible conditional
privacy protection authentication scheme for secure vehicular
networks in a multi-cloud environment to cope with the
problem of CSP selection and resist known attacks. However,
it has been noticed that the session key is generated by
encrypting the anonymity of the vehicle, real identity of the
CSP, and temporary information through a hash function. As
the vehicle anonymity and hash function are public, the real

identity of the CSP is revealed to the authenticated vehicle.
Thus, the scheme [7] cannot withstand an ephemeral secret
leakage attack. As a result, Ma et al.’s scheme [14] and Cui
et al.’s scheme [7] cannot prevent impersonation and man-
in-the-middle attacks. A disadvantage of the above-mentioned
schemes is their lack of support toward many-to-many au-
thentication scenarios. Therefore, it is necessary to propose
a many-to-many authentication scheme to meet the security
requirements and provide high computational efficiency.

B. Our Contribution

To address the above-mentioned challenges, a secure and
efficient many-to-many authentication and key agreement
mechanism, referred to as SMAKA, is proposed. Owing to the
use of a hybrid encryption method and broadcast mechanism
in the SMAKA scheme, a secure and efficient many-to-many
communication is achieved. The contributions of our proposed
scheme are as follows:

1) We investigate the implementation of data security and
user privacy by establishing session keys in multi-party mutual
authentication, and propose a secure authentication and key
negotiation mechanism. Apart from restricting illegal access
under various attacks, the proposed scheme also provides
registration services in cases where a user accidentally leaks
a private key. Session key security (SK-security) is supported
even if temporary information is leaked.

2) We design a practical many-to-many authentication and
key agreement scheme with an effective authentication func-
tion for simultaneous use in multiple vehicles and CSPs. In our
proposed scheme, a vehicle selects multiple CSPs by sending
a request message. In short, n vehicles requesting m CSPs
would need to send only n request messages instead of nm.
In addition, we use the broadcast mechanism on the CSP side.
Each CSP needs to generate an anonymous/encrypted message
that is broadcasted regularly, instead of having to generate an
anonymous/encrypted message for each vehicle. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first solution that has been proposed
with the above-mentioned features.

3) Security analysis proves that the proposed scheme can
achieve session key security. The performance analysis results
show that our scheme demonstrates satisfactory security and
efficiency compared to other related schemes.

C. Organization of The Rest Paper

The structure of the rest paper is as follows: Section II
introduces some preliminaries and system models. In Section
III, we describe the proposed secure many-to-many authenti-
cation and key agreement scheme. The security analysis and
performance evaluation of our scheme are outlined in section
IV and V, respectively. Section VI gives the conclusion.

II. SYSTEM MODELS AND OBJECTIVES

In this section, we first describe the system and threat mod-
els to be used in the proposed SMAKA scheme for vehicular
networks in multi-cloud environments. We then present some
basic knowledge necessary for the proposed scheme.
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A. Network Model and Assumptions

The many-to-many authentication and key agreement sys-
tem based on multi-cloud service providers are shown in
Figure 2. The system architecture comprises a registration
authority (RA), multiple cloud service providers (CSPs), base
stations (BSs), and numerous vehicles. The details of each
component are described as follows:

Fig. 2. System model of vehicular networks.

1) Vehicle: Each vehicle is equipped with an on-board unit
(OBU) and a trusted platform module (TPM) [13]. The OBU is
used for wireless communication with other vehicles or a BS,
whereas the TPM is used to store security materials and handle
cryptographic operations. Moreover, vehicles are assumed to
have limited computing power.

2) BS: A BS is a wireless communication device deployed
on the side of the road and is considered to be untrustworthy. It
does not participate in any storage and computation and serves
only as an intermediate transmission medium [7], [30]. The
BS has a super-fast transmission speed to support seamless
coverage for vehicle communication.

3) CSP: A CSP is an honest but curious entity that
connects to the Internet in a wired manner and provides
various network access services for vehicles. A TPM, which
is responsible for storing security parameters and performing
encryption/decryption operations, is integrated into the cloud
computing system [31]. Different CSPs may provide differ-
ent services. To improve traffic safety and convenience, the
CSP periodically broadcasts safety- and entertainment-related
services to nearby vehicles.

4) RA1: The role of an RA, which is a highly secure
entity that is fully trusted and uncompromisable, is generally
undertaken by an intelligent transport system department of the
government [29]. The RA is assumed to have sufficient com-
puting and storage capabilities and is in charge of generating
and publishing system parameters. During system registration,
the RA cooperates with each vehicle and CSP and generates
unique long-term private keys for them. To prevent the RA
from being a single point of failure, a set of reliable servers
and redundant RAs with identical functionalities and databases

1Here, RA is composed of redundant RAs and a set of reliable servers,
such as registration servers, key generation servers, authentication servers,
and tracing servers.

are installed [8], [32]. The RA is notably the only entity that
can track the true identity of any vehicle.

Note that in our scheme, every city in a country is under
an RA. For a given country (e.g., China) or political union
of territories (e.g., European Union), a single root RA is
established. Each RA is connected to the root and neighbor
RAs via wired links [33], [34]. Within the area covered by
the root RA, when a vehicle moves from one city to another,
the credentials of the vehicle will be verified by the RA of
the city at which the vehicle is originally registered, at the
initiative of the RA of the city wherein the vehicle is currently
roaming [35], [36]. For simplicity, we illustrated a single RA
in Figure 2. In addition, when vehicles move between areas
covered by different root RAs, one of two cases will apply:
1) Along borders of countries with strong diplomatic ties,
mutual trust, and equivalent standards, cross-certification can
be employed. 2) Along borders where these conditions do not
apply, an incoming vehicle is registered with the root RA of
the destination via a temporary vehicle registration process.

B. Threat Model

In the proposed scheme, we use the famous Dolev–Yao
threat model [37]. According to this model, an adversary A
is able to read, modify, delete, forge, replay, or even insert
false information through insecure public channels between
two communication parties. In addition, according to the
CK-adversary model [38], [39], A can not only perform all
functions mentioned in the DY model, but also disclose the
secret credentials, session state, and session keys during a
session. Therefore, a vehicle authentication scheme designed
for a vehicular network environment should ensure that even
if secret credentials (such as session temporary secrets and
session keys) are disclosed to A, it should have minimal
impact on the confidentiality of other credentials of the par-
ticipating communication entity [40]. Therefore, we assume
that in a vehicular network, the vehicle and CSP are untrusted
participants, whereas the RA is trusted.

C. Preliminaries

Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem: Let Eq: by2 = x3 + ax2 +
x(modq) be a non-singular elliptic curve over the finite field
Fq , where q > 3 is a large prime, a, b ∈ Fq , and b(a2 −
4)( mod q) ̸= 0. Let G be a cyclic group on Eq of prime order
p.

Definition 1. Discrete Logarithm (DL) Problem: Given two
random points P,Q ∈ G, where Q = xP , x ∈ Z∗

p, and Z∗
p =

{1, 2, · · ·, p − 1}, it is difficult to calculate x from Q in a
probabilistic polynomial time (PPT).

Definition 2. Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) Prob-
lem: Given points P, xP, yP ∈ G, where x, y ∈ Z∗

p, the
advantage of any PPT adversary to calculate xyP ∈ G without
the knowledge of x and y is negligible.

Definition 3. One-Way Collision-Resistant Hash Function:
A one-way collision-resistant hash function H : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}l is a deterministic algorithm that takes as input an
arbitrary length binary string and returns as output a binary
string of length l [41], [42]. If AdvHA (t) is the advantage of
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TABLE I
THE NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS USED

Notations Definitions
RA Trusted registration authority
Vi, CSPj ith vehicle and jth CSP, respectively
ID, CID Real identities of vehicle and CSP, respectively
s Master secret key of RA
Ppub Public key of RA
si, sj Long-term secrets of Vi and CSPj , respectively
PWi, UIDi Password and identity of user Ui, respectively
ski Long-term session key between Ui and Vi

k, α, β, γ, µ Random numbers
PIDi, PIDj Pseudo-identities of Vi and CSPj , respectively
TS Current timestamp
∆T Validity period of message
SKi,j Session key between Vi and CSPj

Ek(·)/Dk(·) Symmetric encryption/decryption using key k
H , H1 Two secure one-way hash functions
⊕, || Exclusive-OR and concatenation operation
UPW,ϕi, Ai, Bi, Ci Authentication tokens for verifying UID, PW , si, and ski
Rj , R

∗
j ,Wi,W

∗
i , Ji Points on group G

τ, Sj , Fi,Kr, Nr,W ”
i , GIDr, θ, ρ, Lj Hashvalues

M Message sent by Vi, CSPj or RA

an adversary A at finding a hash collision in execution time t,
AdvHA (t) = Pr[(x1, x2) ∈R A : x1 ̸= x2,H(x1) = H(x2)],
where (x1, x2) ∈R A denotes that x1 and x2 are randomly
selected by A. An (ε, t)-adversary A attacking the collision
resistance of H(·) indicates AdvHA (t) ≤ ε with at most
execution time t. Note that Adv refers to the advantage of
breaking a scheme or solving a difficult problem.

III. PROPOSED SMAKA SCHEME

In this section, we describe the proposed SMAKA scheme
for vehicular networks. Table I lists the main notations and
corresponding definitions used in the five phases of this study.
The first phase is system initialization, in which the RA
allocates public parameters to the system. The second phase
helps users and CSPs legally register with the RA to obtain the
necessary credentials stored in their TPM. The third phase is a
necessary preparation phase, in which the CSP generates a reg-
ular broadcast message and the vehicle completes a successful
login. CSP broadcast is particularly necessary; it simplifies
the selection of one CSP for multiple vehicles simultaneously
and makes fully prepares for the realization of many-to-
many selection services. The fourth phase helps Vi and CSPj

authenticate with each other and establishes a session key for
secure communication. The entire authentication process not
only allows a vehicle to select multiple CSP services through
the sending of a message, but also prevents the real identity
of each vehicle from being revealed to the CSP. In the last
phase, we discuss how to update the identity or password of
a vehicle. The security of our scheme is based on a Diffie–
Hellman problem defined over a cyclic group. The Diffie–
Hellman problem is widely believed to be secure in traditional
Turing machine computational models only. Security against
quantum computers is outside the scope of this study.

A. System Initialization

The RA processes the following steps.

1) The RA chooses a random number s as its master key
and calculates its corresponding public key Ppub = sP , where
P is a generator point of the group G with order p.

2) The RA chooses two one-way collision-resistant hash
functions H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l,
where l denotes the output length of the hash function. It then
publishes params = {G, p, P, Ppub, H,H1} as the system
parameters.

B. Registration Phase

Through the execution of this phase, vehicles and CSPs are
registered with the RA in offline mode via a reliable channel
(e.g., in-person).

• Cloud Service Provider Registration
Figure 3 shows the interactions between the CSP and RA

during this registration phase.

Fig. 3. Cloud service provider registration phase.

In this phase, CSPj first chooses its unique identity CIDj

and submits a registration request {CIDj} to the registered
RA through a secure channel. Upon receiving the request,
the RA checks whether the hash value H(CIDj∥s) already
exists in its identity-verifier database TCID. If it already
exists the request is rejected. Otherwise, the RA generates
a random number kj and computes sj = H(CIDj ||s||kj).
The RA then delivers the tuple {sj , params} to each CSP. In
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addition, the RA stores the tuple {τj = H(CIDj ||s), sj , kj}
into its identity-verifier database TCID. After receiving the
tuple, the CSPj keeps sj and params secretly to complete
the registration process. Thereafter, CSPj is loaded with
{sj , params}.

• Vehicle Registration
Figure 4 shows the interactions between the vehicle user

and the RA during the vehicle registration phase.

Fig. 4. Vehicle registration phase.

1) The user Ui is free to generate their identity UIDi,
password PWi, and computes UPWi = H1(UIDi||PWi).
Ui then generates two random numbers α and ski, where
ski is the long-term session key used for the user identity
or password update (see Section III.E). Ui also submits the
registration request {UPWi ⊕ α, IDi} secretly to the RA.

2) Upon receiving the request message, the RA checks the
availability of the hash value H(IDi∥s) in its identity-verifier
database TID. If it is not available, the RA generates a random
number ki and computes si = H(IDi||s||ki||H(IDi∥s)),
Ai = UPWi ⊕ αi ⊕ si. The RA then delivers the tuple
{Ai, params} into each vehicle’s TPM. In addition, the RA
stores the tuple {τi = H(IDi||s), si, ki} into its TID.

3) After receiving the tuple, Vi computes its secret si =
(Ai ⊕ αi) ⊕ UPWi, Bi = H(si∥IDi||UPWi), Ci = si ⊕
UPWi, and ϕi = ski ⊕ H1(si||IDi). Vi then replaces Ai

with Bi and stores Bi, Ci, ϕi and params into its OBU to
complete the registration process. Thereafter, Vi is loaded with
{Bi, Ci, ϕi, params}.

Remark 1: To avoid a privileged-insider attack, the random
secret α can be used in a request message {UPWi ⊕ α, IDi}.
Even though a privileged-insider user of the RA as an insider
attacker realizes the request UPWi ⊕α, without knowing the
secret α, it will be difficult for them to obtain the encrypted
real identity and password UPWi. Therefore, the adversary
will not know the secrets UIDi and PWi.

Remark 2: The proposed scheme supports re-registration
when a secret key is revealed. The purpose of using the random
secrets ki/kj is to prevent legitimate users/CSPs from acciden-
tally leaking their secret keys si/sj , with which they cannot
be re-registered. Legitimate users/CSPs only have to request
to revoke their account and re-register them to the RA with the
same identity IDi/CIDj . For example, for any user, the RA
only needs to reselect a random number knewi and recalculate
a new private key snewi = H(IDi||s||knewi ||H(IDi∥s)).

C. Login Phase

In this phase, the CSPj first periodically broadcasts mes-
sages for vehicles in need of services. When a broadcast mes-
sage is received from the CSPj , and the user Ui acknowledges
wanting to receive the service from the CSPj , the process
begins with the first step, which is to log in to the vehicle.
The login process to vehicle Vi from the CSPj is shown in
Figure 5.

Fig. 5. User login phase.

1) The CSPj selects a random number γj and generates an
up-to-date timestamp TSj . It then computes Rj = γj ·P , R∗

j =
γj ·Ppub, a pseudo-identity PIDj = CIDj⊕H(R∗

j ||TSj), and
Sj = H(PIDj ||sj ||R∗

j ||TSj). Finally, the CSPj periodically
broadcasts the message Mj = {Rj , P IDj , Sj , TSj} during
the expiration of the timestamp TSj . Note that the vehicle,
RA, and CSP share a common trusted source for the timestamp
because all entities are all installed with GPS devices.

2) Upon receiving the message Mj , the vehicle user Ui

acknowledges that they want to receive the service from
CSPj . The vehicle user Ui inputs login credentials (such as
UIDi, IDi, and PWi) into their Vi.

3) The vehicle Vi computes UPWi = H1(UIDi||PWi),
si = Ci ⊕ UPWi, and checks whether the condition
Bi

?
=H(si||IDi||UPWi) is true. If it is true, the TPM con-

firms that the user Ui is legitimate, and Vi continues to the
next phase. Otherwise, Vi immediately rejects user Ui.

Remark 3: A CSPj , which is responsible for broadcasting
anonymous messages, may face simultaneous requests from
multiple vehicles, so the authentication mechanism should be
sufficiently efficient. In traditional methods, N ·TC is required
to generate a pseudonym message for each vehicle, where N
is the number of vehicles and TC is the time overhead of
CSPj for generating an anonymous message. In this study, the
broadcast method requires only TC . This method also saves
the authentication overhead of the RA. Similarly, the RA needs
to verify CSPj only once during the validity period of the
message.

D. Authentication and Key Agreement Phases

Successful verification indicates that the user Ui has suc-
cessfully logged in and completed the selection of a CSP
from which they wish to access the services. Vi then performs
an encryption calculation and sends the encrypted request
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message M1 to the RA instead of directly transmitting a
unique request message to each CSPj (such as [9], [14]).
The RA checks the legitimacy of the vehicle Vi and helps Vi

to verify the legitimacy of CSPj . If both Vi and CSPj are
legitimate, the RA helps the vehicle Vi to send the request
message M2 to the corresponding CSPj . Afterward, CSPj

and Vi complete authentication with the help of the RA and
establish a session key for secure communication. Both the
authentication and key agreement phases are presented in
Figure 6.

1) The vehicle Vi first checks the timestamp TSj of
the message based on condition |TS∗

j − TSj | < ∆T ,
where the timestamp TS∗

j is the time that the Vi

received the message Mj . If the condition is satisfied,
the vehicle generates a random number βi and the
current timestamp TSi. To prevent a temporary secret
(βi) leak attack, Vi computes µi = H(βi||si||TSi),
Wi = µi · P , and W ∗

i = µiPpub. To ensure security
and save computing overhead, Vi calculates a pseudo-
identity PIDi = EW∗

i,x
(IDi, P IDj , TSj , TSi) and a

hash signature Fi = H(PIDi||si||W ∗
i ||TSi), where

W ∗
i,x denotes the x-coordinate of the elliptic curve point

W ∗
i . Note that an encrypted pseudo-identity PIDi can

encrypt the anonymous identities of multiple CSP s at
a time. Finally, the vehicle Vi sends a request authenti-
cation message M1 = {Wi, P IDi, Fi} to the RA over
an open channel.

2) When the message M1 is received, the RA first computes
W ∗

i = sWi(= µiPpub) and uses W ∗
i,x to decrypt

PIDi to obtain IDi, PIDj , TSj , and TSi. The RA
checks the freshness of TSi and validates IDi. If Vi’s
real identity IDi is not in the revocation list, the RA
verifies the condition Fi

?
=H(PIDi||si||W ∗

i ||TSi) by
computing si = H(IDi||s||ki||τi). If it holds, the RA
checks whether the corresponding anonymity PIDj ,
IDj , TSj already exists. If it already exists, the CSPj

has been verified. If it does not exist, the RA com-
putes R∗

j = sRj(= γjPpub) to obtain CSPj’s real
identity CIDj = PIDj ⊕H(R∗

j ||TSj) and checks the

condition Sj
?
=H(PIDj ||sj ||R∗

j ||TSj). Note that the
RA only needs to perform verification once within the
corresponding anonymity PIDj validity period.

3) If this authentication fails, the RA rejects the
legitimacy of Vi by denying the request message M1.
Otherwise, the RA confirms that the received credentials
(IDi, P IDj , TSj) are valid, and generates a hash secret
Kr = H(IDi||CIDj ||TSr) for the authentication of Vi

and CSPj . The RA then calculates the authentication
message for CSPj : Nr = Kr ⊕H(R∗

j ||sj ||TSr||TSj),
W ”

i = Wi ⊕ H(Kr||R∗
j ||TSr||TSj) and

θ = H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||sj ||R∗
j ||TSr).

Simultaneously, the RA calculates the authentication
message for Vi: GIDr = CIDj ⊕ H(IDi||W ∗

i ||TSr)
and ρ = H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||si||W ∗

i ||TSr).
Finally, the RA transmits the message
M2 = {Nr,W

”
i , GIDr, TSr, θ, ρ} to CSPj .

4) Upon receiving the message M2, CSPj first checks

the freshness of the timestamp TSr. The receiving
time is assumed to be TSr

∗. If |TS∗
r − TSr| < ∆T ,

CSPj acquires Kr = Nr ⊕ H(R∗
j ||sj ||TSr||TSj),

and then checks whether the condition θ =
H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||H(CIDj ||s)||R∗

j ||TSr) is true.
If it is not true, CSPj immediately stops the session.
Otherwise, CSPj computes the session key SKij =
H(Ji||Kr||CIDj ||TSij) and a hash signature Lj =
H(SKij ||GIDr||ρ||CIDj ||TSij) by decrypting Wi =
W ”

i ⊕ H(Kr||R∗
j ||TSr||TSj) and computing Ji =

γjWi(= µiRj). Finally, CSPj transmits the message
M3 = {Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij} via open channel.

5) Vi receives the message M3 and checks the freshness
of the timestamp TSij . If the verification holds,
Vi computes Kr = H(IDi||CIDj ||TSr) by
decrypting CIDj = GIDi ⊕ H(IDi||W ∗

i ||TSr)
shared with the RA to verify the condition
ρ

?
=H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||si||W ∗

i ||TSr). If the
condition is true, Vi continues to compute the session
key SK∗

ij = H(Ji||Kr||CIDj ||TSij) by computing
Ji = µiRj(= γjWi) shared with CSPj to check the
condition Lj

?
=H(SK∗

ij ||GIDr||ρ||CIDj ||TSij). If
the verification holds, Vi authenticates CSPj .

Finally, both the vehicle Vi and the CSP CSPj securely
store the common session key SK∗

ij = SKij for their future
communications.

Remark 4: The authentication and key agreement process
requires only three rounds because the message M2 =
{Nr,W

”
i , GIDr, TSr, θ, ρ} from the RA contains factors sj

and CIDj , which cannot be tampered. Similarly, the message
M3 = {Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij} from CSPj contains the
authentication information GIDr and ρ from the RA. GIDr

and ρ contain the tamperable factors si, IDi, and CIDj ,
which can help verify the message M3 from CSPj . Therefore,
the proposed scheme can not only ensure message security, but
also realize low-round authentication.

E. User Identity or Password Update Phase

If a vehicle is accessed by a new user (under the assumption
that the new user is already registered), or if a user wants to
update the password, then the following steps that are not
involved with the RA should be executed.

1) Ui inputs their current identity UIDi, password PWi,
and vehicle identity IDi into the vehicle’s TPM. The vehicle
Vi computes UPWi = H1(UIDi||PWi), si = Ci ⊕ UPWi

and checks whether the equation Bi = H(si||IDi||UPWi)
satisfied. Upon unsuccessful verification, this process is ter-
minated by Vi. Otherwise, Ui is considered as the actual user.

2) After receiving instructions from the TPM, Ui

selects a new password PWnew
i , and replaces the

new identity UIDnew
i of the new user if necessary.

Ui then computes UPWi = H1(UIDi||PWi),
UPWnew

i = H1(UIDnew
i ||PWnew

i ), and UPW ∗
i =

H1(UPWi||UPWnew
i ||ski). After that, Ui inputs the

updated information {UPWnew
i , UPW ∗

i } into the vehicle’s
TPM. Vi computes ski = ϕi ⊕ H1(si||IDi) and checks if
the condition UPW ∗

i

?
=H1(UPWi||UPWnew

i ||ski) is true.
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Fig. 6. Authentication and key agreement phases.

If true, Vi calculates Bnew
i = H(si||IDi||UPWnew

i ) and
Cnew

i = si ⊕ UPWnew
i .

3) At the end of this phase, the vehicle Vi replaces Bi with
Bnew

i and changes Ci to Cnew
i .

Remark 5: The proposed scheme can be extended such that
the user identity cannot be changed, for example, a person to a
vehicle. Setting si = H(IDi||s||ki||H(UIDi∥IDi∥s)) is nec-
essary only at registration with the RA. Moreover, this exten-
sion can eliminate many-logged-in-user attacks. The table en-
try of user Ui can be expressed as {H(UIDi||s), ki, status},
where status ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Here, status = 1 indicates
that the user is logged in and active; and status = 0
indicates that the user is not logged in but is active; and
status = −1 denotes that the user is not logged in and is
inactive. Therefore, the proposed scheme is highly malleable
and can fulfil requirements for various situations.

IV. SECURITY PROOF AND ANALYSIS

This section mainly analyzes and proves the security of the
proposed authentication scheme. First, we analyze the pro-
posed scheme using the broadly-used real-or-random (ROR)
model [7], [40], [43]–[45] and show that the proposed scheme
provides secure authentication. Moreover, a security analysis
on whether the proposed scheme can protect against other
known attacks is presented.

A. Security Proof using ROR Model

Before we prove that session key security is preserved by
the proposed scheme, the following primitives associated with
the ROR model [43] are presented.

• Participants. Let V a
i denote the instance a of a vehicle

Vi. Analogously, CSPj
b denotes the instance b of the

CSP CSPj , and RAc represents the instance c of the
RA. These instances are referred to as oracles.
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• Accepted state. If the instance V a
i moves to the accepted

state when the last expected protocol message is received,
it will be in the accepted state. The session identification
(sid) of V a

i for the current session is constructed via
concatenation of all communicated (received and sent)
messages V a

i in order.
• Partnering. If we say that instances V a

i and CSPj
b are

partners of each other, they need to meet the following
conditions:1) both V a

i and CSPj
b are in the accepted

state; 2) V a
i and CSPj

b authenticate each other mutually
and share the same sid; and 3) both V a

i and CSPj
b are

mutual partners of each other.
• Freshness. If the session key SKij between the vehicle

Vi and the CSP CSPj is not revealed to the adversary
A, the instance V a

i or CSPj
b is regarded as fresh.

The adversary A is assumed to have complete control over
all communications in the vehicular network. Moreover, A
can read (intercept) and modify all the exchanged messages
and can forge new messages into the vehicular network. A is
capable of the following oracle queries:

• Update(V a
i , UPW ): This query models a man-in-the-

middle attack in which updated information UPW is
intercepted by the adversary A.

• Execute(V a
i , CSPj

b, RAc): This query models an
eavesdropping attack. The attacker A can read (intercept)
all messages {Mj ,M1,M2,M3} during communications
among Vi, CSPj , and RA.

• Reveal(V a
i , CSPj

b): When this query is performed, the
session key SKij established between V a

i and its partner
CSPj

b is revealed to the adversary A.
• Send(V a

i ,M): This query models an active attack. The
adversary A can send a message M to a participant
instance V a

i and receive a response message.
• Corrupt(V a

i ): By performing this query, the adversary
A can obtain all the secret parameters stored in TPMi

of the registered participant instance V a
i .

• Test(V a
i , CSPj

b): Under this query, the semantic securi-
ty of the session key SKi,j is simulated. At the beginning
of the experiment, a coin c flips to a value that is closely
related to the adversary A and plays a decisive role in
the output of this query. If the session key has not been
established or instance V a

i (or CSPj
b) is not fresh, a

null value(⊥) is returned. On the contrary, if c = 1, the
instance V a

i (or CSPj
b) returns the session key SKi,j to

the adversary A, whereas if c = 0, it returns a random
number to the adversary A.

Note that all participants, including the adversary A, can
access hash functions H(·) and H1(·) that H and H1 are
modeled by a random oracle, respectively.

B. Formal Security Proof

We use the sequences of games approach [46] for our
formal security proof of the proposed authentication and key
agreement (AKA) scheme. First, we list the following lemma
given by Shoup [46]:

Lemma 1 (Difference Lemma). Let A, B, F denote
events defined in some probability space, and assume that
A ∧ ¬F ⇐⇒ B ∧ ¬F . Thus |Pr[A]− Pr[B]| ≤ Pr[F ].

Theorem 1. Let A be the adversary running in polynomial
time t against the proposed AKA scheme. D is a uniformly
distributed password dictionary with a size of |D|. qs, qe, qh,
and qh1 represent the numbers of Send queries, Execution
queries, H queries, and H1 queries, respectively. |H|, |H1|,
and l denote the range spaces of the H , H1, and the length
of hash values, respectively. AdvCDH

A (t) is the advantage of
the adversary A at breaking the CDH problem in the upper-
bound time t. The advantage of A at breaking the session key
security of the proposed AKA scheme can then be estimated
as

AdvAKA
A (t) ≤

q2h + q2h1
+ (qs + qe)

2

2p
+

q2s
2l
+

qs
(2l |D|)

+
q2h1

(2 |H1|)
+

qh
p

+ qsAdvCDH
A (t)

(1)

Proof : We construct a challenger C who can solve the CDH
problem with a non-negligible probability by running A as a
subroutine. Given an instance (P , X = xP , Y = yP ) of the
CDH problem, C’s goal is to compute Z = xyP . C randomly
picks s ∈ Z∗

p, computes Ppub = sP , and publishes the system
parameters params = {G, p, P, Ppub, H,H1} to A. C sets the
identity, password and the TPM’s secret parameters for each
vehicle user. The proof consists of a sequence of games G0-
G4. SCGi is used to indicate that the adversary A can succeed
in guessing the value of c in a game Gi.
Game G0: This game G0 simulates the original attack.

In this game, C simulates the oracle queries as a real player
would. Therefore, in this experiment, the probability of success
is equal to the probability that the adversary A successfully at-
tacks the real protocol. According to the definition of semantic
security [43], [44], we can obtain

AdvAKA
A (t) = |2 · Pr[SCG0 ]− 1| . (2)

Game G1: G1 simulates all the oracles in G0, except that
C maintains the lists to store the answers of the oracles.
Upon receiving A’s query with the message M , C checks
the corresponding list and sends the value to A if there is
an entry already. Otherwise, C generates a random number,
adds the value to the corresponding list, and sends the value
to A. The simulations of all the queries are listed in Table II.
From the properties of random oracles, G1 is observed to be
indistinguishable from G0. Thus, we have

Pr [SCG0
] = Pr [SCG1

] . (3)

Game G2: G2 simulates all the oracles in G1, except that
C will terminate if the following two events occur. Based on
the birthday paradox, it is clear that:

• Event E1: The maximum probability is
q2h+q2h1

2p for a
collision that occurs on the output of two hash functions
H and H1.

• Event E2: The maximum probability is (qs+qe)
2

2p for
a collision occurring on the copy of the messages
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TABLE II
THE SIMULATION OF ORACLES

For a hash oracle query, C returns the hash value to A if a record is found in thelist
LH . Otherwise, C answers a randomly chosen string from {0, 1}, and adds the value
to the list LH . If this query is asked by A, C adds the record into the list Lanswer .
For a Send(SCP b

j , START ) query, C randomly chooses γj ∈ Z∗
p, and computes

Rj = γjP , R∗
j = γj · Ppub, PIDj = CIDj ⊕H(R∗

j ||TSj),
Sj = H(PIDj ||sj ||R∗

j ||TSj) and sends the message
Mj = {Rj , P IDj , Sj , TSj} to A.
For a Send(V a

i ,Mj) query, C randomly chooses βi ∈ Z∗
p, and computes

µi = H(βi||si||TSi), Wi = µi · P , W ∗
i = µiPpub,

PIDi = EW∗
i,x

(IDi, P IDj , TSj , TSi), Fi = H(PIDi||si||W ∗
i ||TSi)

and sends the message M1 = {Wi, P IDi, Fi} to A.
For a Send(RAc,M1) query, C verifies the correctness of Sj and Fi.
If both of them are correct, C computes Kr = H(IDi||CIDj ||TSr),
Nr = Kr ⊕H(R∗

j ||sj ||TSr||TSj), W ”
i = Wi ⊕H(Kr||R∗

j ||TSr||TSj),
θ = H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||sj ||R∗

j ||TSr), GIDr = CIDj ⊕H(IDi||W ∗
i ||TSr),

ρ = H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||si||W ∗
i ||TSr) and sends the message

M2 = {Nr,W ”
i , GIDr, TSr, θ, ρ} to A.

For a Send(SCP b
j ,M2) query, C verifies the correctness of θ.

If it holds, C computes the session key SKij = H(Ji||Kr||CIDj ||TSij)
and a hash signature Lj = H(SKij ||GIDr||ρ||CIDj ||TSij).
Then, C sends the message M3 = {Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij} to A.
For a Send(V a

i ,M3) query, C checks the validity of Lj . If it is not valid,
C terminates the session. Otherwise, SCP b

j is authenticated and share the same
session key SKij . C adds (Mj ,M1,M2,M3) into the list Lanswer .
For a Corrupt(V a

i , TPM) query, C returns the TPM’s secret parameter to A.
For a Update(V a

i , UPW ) query, C returns the updated information to A.
For a Execute(V a

i , CSPj
b, RAc) query, C recovers (Mj ,M1,M2,M3)

from the list Lanswer and returns A.
For a Reveal(V a

i , CSPj
b) query, C sends the session key SKij if the session

instance V a
i is accepted, else returns null.

For a Test(V a
i , CSPj

b) query, C sends SKij if c = 1, else returns a random
number with the same size as SKij .

(Mj ,M1,M2,M3), because the nonce γj and βi are
uniformly randomized.

Based on Lemma 1, we then have

|Pr [SCG2 ]− Pr [SCG1 ]| ≤
q2h + q2h1

+ (qs + qe)
2

2p
. (4)

Game G3: In this game, if the adversary A can fake
⟨Sj , Fi, θ, ρ, Lj⟩ without making the random oracle queries,
the scheme is simply terminated. This situation only appears in
the Send queries. As a result, Games G3 and G2 are perfectly
indistinguishable unless the vehicle rejects Sj or Lj , or the RA
rejects Fi, or the CSP rejects θ or ρ. Thus, we have

|Pr [SCG3 ]− Pr [SCG2 ]| ≤
q2s
2l
. (5)

Game G4: This game modifies the Send query. C randomly
picks a matched instance (V a

i , CSPj
b, RAc) and answers A’s

Send queries as follows:
1) Upon receiving A’s Send(SCP b

j , START ) query, C
sets Rj = X , R∗

j = sRj , and generates PIDj , Sj ,
TSj as in game G3. Finally, C sends the message
Mj = {Rj , P IDj , Sj , TSj} to A.

2) Upon receiving A’s Send(V a
i ,Mj) query, C sets Wi =

Y , W ∗
i = sWi, and generates PIDi, Fi as in game G3.

C returns M1 = {Wi, P IDi, Fi} to A.
3) Upon receiving A’s Send(RAc,M1) query, C veri-

fies Sj , Fi, and generates Kr, Nr, W ”
i , GIDr, TSr,

θ, ρ as in game G3. C sends the message M2 =
{Nr,W

”
i , GIDr, TSr, θ, ρ} to A.

4) Upon receiving A’s Send(SCP b
j ,M2) query, C sets

Ji = γjY , SKij = H(Ji||Kr||CIDj ||TSij) and gen-
erates Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij as in game G3. C sends
M3 = {Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij} to A.

5) Upon receiving A’s Send(V a
i ,M3) query, C sets Ji =

µiX , SK∗
ij = H(Ji||Kr||CIDj ||TSij) and aborts the

instance.
Suppose a differentiator that can successfully distinguish

G4 and G3 exists. C could use this differentiator to solve the
CDH problem. According to the description, C simulates all
the queries without knowing x, y. The differentiator interacts
with game G3 if Z = xyP ∈ G is true, and C outputs 1.
Otherwise, the differentiator interacts with G4, and C outputs
0. The differentiator selects an instance with a probability of
1
qs

. Thus, we have

|Pr [SCG4 ]− Pr [SCG3 ]| ≤ qsAdvCDH
A (t). (6)

In this game, SK∗
ij = H(Z||Kr||CIDj ||TSij) is a random

value that is independent of the password and the number x,
y. A may distinguish a true SKij and a random number if the
following events occur:

• Event E3: A successfully impersonates the user and
forges a message M1 = {Wi, P IDi, Fi}. To achieve
this, A must correctly calculate the values of PIDi and
Fi. A makes the Corrupt(V a

i ) query to obtain all the
secret parameters {Bi, Ci, ϕi, params}. If the adversary
A wants to guess IDi and PWi of the user Ui from
Bi = H(si∥IDi||H1(UIDi∥PWi)) and Ci = si ⊕
H1(UIDi∥PWi), then A needs to know both the secret
key si and the user identity UIDi. If A executes qs times
Corrupt queries for guessing IDi/PWi or matching si
and UIDi, the probability that A outputs a valid M1 is

Pr[E3] ≤
qs

(2l |D|)
. (7)

• Event E4: Similar to event E3, A is allowed to ask
the Update(V a

i , UPW ) query. A can obtain updat-
ed information {UPWnew

i , UPW ∗
i } via a man-in-the-

middle attack. However, A cannot obtain the new
PWnew

i and UIDnew
i because the updated informa-

tion {UPWnew
i , UPW ∗

i } is constructed using ski,
and no hash collision occurs when A makes the
Update(V a

i , UPW ) query with help of H1 query (see
Definition 3). Thus, the probability that A outputs a valid
M1 is

Pr[E4] ≤
q2h1

(2 |H1|)
. (8)

• Event E5: A successfully impersonates the CSP and
forges a message M3 = {Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij}. To
achieve this, A must correctly calculate the values of
Lj . A makes the Corrupt(CSP b

j ) query to obtain all
the secret parameters {sj , params}. Thus, the probability
that A outputs a valid M3 is

Pr[E5] ≤
qh
p
. (9)

Thus, we can calculate

Pr [SCG4 ] =
1

2
+

qs
(2l |D|)

+
q2h1

(2 |H1|)
+

qh
p
. (10)
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Based Equations (2)-(6) and Equation (10), we obtain the
result

AdvAKA
A (t) ≤

q2h + q2h1
+ (qs + qe)

2

2p
+

q2s
2l
+

qs
(2l |D|)

+
q2h1

(2 |H1|)
+

qh
p

+ qsAdv
CDH
A (t)

(11)

C. Other Possible Attacks

In this subsection, we discuss non-mathematically that our
scheme can withstand various known attacks.

1) Privileged Insider Attack: During the vehicle registration,
a legal user Ui submits the registration request message
{UPWi ⊕ α, IDi} to the registered RA, where IDi, UPWi,
and α are the identity of vehicle Vi, the pseudo-password
H1(UIDi||PWi), and a random number, respectively. Be-
cause of the randomness of α and the unidirectionality of
H1(·), it will be difficult for privileged insiders in RA to obtain
UIDi and PWi. Therefore, the proposed scheme could resist
a privileged insider attack.

2) Offline Password Guessing Attack: In the vehicle
registration phase, the password UPWi of a user Ui

is involved in si = H(IDi||s||ki||H(IDi∥s)), Bi =
H(si∥IDi||H(UIDi∥PWi)) and Ci = si⊕H1(UIDi∥PWi),
which are stored in the TPM of Vi. The adversary A can
adopt power analysis attacks [47] to extract all information
including Bi, Ci, and si. However, without knowledge of
the user identity UIDi and the real identity IDi of the
vehicle Vi, guessing the encrypted password PWi becomes
a computationally infeasible problem for the adversary A.

3) Mutual Authentication: In the authentication and
key agreement phase, mutual authentication among Ui,
RA and CSPj is achieved through the following three
ways: (1) RA checks Fi

?
=H(PIDi||si||W ∗

i ||TSi) and
Sj

?
=H(PIDj ||sj ||R∗

j ||TSj) to authenticate Vi and
CSPj , respectively; (2) CSPj verifies the condition
θ

?
=H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||sj ||R∗

j ||TSr) to authenticate
RA directly, and validates IDi of Vi indirectly; and
(3) Vi checks ρ

?
=H(Kr||GIDr||CIDj ||si||W ∗

i ||TSr)
to verify RA indirectly, and verifies the condition
Lj

?
=H(SK∗

ij ||GIDr||ρ||CIDj ||TSij) to validate CSPj

directly to establish the session key.
4) Anonymity: The real identity IDi of the ve-

hicle Vi is hidden in the pseudo-identity PIDi =
EW∗

i,x
(IDi, P IDj , TSj , TSi), where µi = H(βi||si||TSi),

Wi = µi · P , and W ∗
i = µiPpub. The prerequisite for the

adversary A to obtain the real identity IDi of the vehicle
Vi is knowing the temporary secret information µi, or βi, si,
and TSi. The adversary A cannot compute IDi because of
the difficulty of solving DL and CDH problems. Hence, we
conclude that the proposed scheme provides anonymity.

5) Traceability: When the vehicle misbehaves, the RA can
trace its real identity by analyzing its messages. The real
identity IDi of the vehicle Vi is involved in the pseudo-
identity PIDi = EW∗

i,x
(IDi, P IDj , TSj , TSi) generated by

the vehicle Vi, where Wi = µi ·P , and W ∗
i = µiPpub(= sWi).

Only the RA can decrypt the real identity IDi of the vehicle by

computing [IDi, P IDj , TSj , TSi] = DW∗
i,x
(PIDi). Thus the

conditional privacy [48] of our proposed scheme is guaranteed.
6) Un-linkability: Each pseudo-identity PIDi and message

Mi of Vi and CSPj are encrypted by random numbers and
timestamps, and each pseudo-identity and message is different.
Because of the randomness of the random number and the
timestamp, the attacker cannot distinguish which two different
messages come from the same vehicle.

7) Perfect Forward Secrecy: In the proposed scheme,
the session key SKij = H(Ji||Kr||CIDj ||TSij) =
H(H(βi||si||TSi)γjP ||H(IDi||CIDj ||TSr)||CIDj ||TSij)
is computed using the long-term temporal secret si of Vi, the
real identity IDi and CIDj of the Vi and CSPj , the random
numbers βi and γj selected by CSPj and Vi, and the fresh
timestamp TSi. Therefore, based on an assumption that the
secret keys of all participants have been compromised because
of the difficulty of solving the CDH problem, calculating
SKij is also computationally infeasible for the attacker A
without knowing the attributes si, βi, TSi, γj , IDi, and
CIDj . Consequently, the proposed scheme accomplishes
forward secrecy.

8) Impersonation Attacks: The proposed scheme is resistant
to impersonation attacks in the following two cases:

Case 1. Vehicle impersonation attack: Suppose the valid
message M1 = {Wi, P IDi, Fi} sent by Vi is captured by the
attacker A. The attacker A tries to obtain useful information
from the captured message M1. The purpose of the attack by
A is to use this information to generate a legitimate request
message M1 to deceive the authentication of the RA. However,
the IDi, si, βi, and TSi contained in the message M1 are not
known by the attacker A. Therefore, A cannot generate a valid
request message M1; that is, our proposed scheme can resist
a vehicle impersonation attack.

Case 2. CSP impersonation attack: Suppose the valid mes-
sage M3 = {Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij} sent by CSPj is
captured by the attacker A. A tries to obtain useful information
from the captured message M3. The purpose of the attack is to
use this information to generate a legal response message M3.
However, the CIDj , γj , Ji, Kr, and SKij contained in the
message M3 are not revealed to A. Thus, A cannot calculate
a legal message M3 in polynomial time; in other words, our
proposed scheme can resist CSP impersonation attacks.

9) Replay Attack: We assume that the attacker A can
monitor communications among Vi, RA, and CSPj . Although
the adversary can intercept the message, the message contains
a timestamp with a short usage period and a random number
with strong randomness. Therefore, the proposed scheme is
resilient against a replay attack.

10) Man-in-the-middle Attack: Assume that A can intercept
the transmitted messages M1, M2, and M3 during the authen-
tication and key agreement phases. The attacker A attempts to
modify the arbitrary messages to deceive Vi, RA and CSPj .
For this purpose, A needs to gains the secret attributes IDi,
si, βi, and TSi to generate a legitimate request message M1.
For the same reason, A also cannot modify the other messages
M2 and M3. Consequently, our proposed scheme can resist a
man-in-the-middle attack.
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11) Ephemeral Secret Leakage (ESL) Attack: In our
scheme, both the vehicle Vi and CSPj build a common
session key as SKij = H(Ji||Kr||CIDj ||TSij) =
H(H(βi||si||TSi)γjP ||H(IDi||CIDj ||TSr)||CIDj ||TSij).
As in the DY model (see Section II.B), we expect the
following two cases:

Case 1. Suppose the ephemeral secrets βi, γj , and TSi are
revealed to the attacker A. However, the long-term secrets
IDi, si and CIDj contained in the common session key SKij

are not known by the attacker A. Thus, A cannot create a valid
session key SKij .

Case 2. Assume that some or all the long-term secrets IDi,
si, and CIDj are known to A. Generating a valid session key
SKij will still be a significantly difficult task for A without
the ephemeral secrets βi, γj and TSi.

As mentioned, if A wants to derive the session key SKij ,
A must possess both the ephemeral secrets and long-term
secrets. Moreover, even if a particular session key SKij is
compromised, the session keys SKij generated in previous or
future sessions are completely different because of both the
long-term secrets and the freshness of the temporary secrets.
Thus, our scheme satisfies both forward and backward secrecy
along with the session key security.

V. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this section, we discuss comparisons of computation
and communication overheads in the authentication and key
agreement phases of the proposed scheme and other existing
related schemes, such as those by Liu et al. [13], Ma et al. [14],
and Cui et al. [7]. Generally, the CSP and user registration
phases are executed only once. Therefore, we focus only on the
login, authentication and key agreement phases. In particular,
we consider the complexities of one-to-one and many-to-
many communication types in terms of communication and
computation overhead.

For a bilinear pairing-based scheme [13], to achieve a
security level of 128 bits, we construct a bilinear pairing
e: G1 × G1 → GT , where G1 is an additive group that is
generated by a point P with order p on a supersingular elliptic
curve E: y2 = x3−3x mod q of embedding degree 2, where q
is a 1536-bit prime number, and p is a 256-bit prime number.
For Weierstrass curve-based schemes [7], [14], we construct
an additive group G generated by a point P̃ with order p̃ on
a non-singular elliptic curve Ẽ: y2 = x3 + ax + b(modq̃) to
achieve a security level of 128 bits, where p̃, q̃ are two 256 bit
prime numbers. For the Montgomery curve-based scheme (the
proposed scheme), we construct an additive group G generated
by a point P with order p on a non-singular elliptic curve E:
by2 = x3+ax2+x(mod q) to achieve a security level of 128
bits, where p, q are two 256 bit prime numbers.

A. Comparison of Computation Overheads

To facilitate the comparison of computation overheads be-
tween the proposed scheme and other existing related schemes,
we first introduce the experimental computation times required
for various cryptographic operations. Let Tbp, Tbp.m, Tmtp,
TW.m, TM.m, Th, and Te/d respectively represent the time to

execute a bilinear pair operation, bilinear pair multiplication
operation, MapToPoint hash operation, Weierstrass curve scale
multiplication operation, Montgomery curve scale multiplica-
tion operation, one-way hash function operation, and symmet-
ric encryption/decryption (using AES-CBC).

We note that the computational overhead estimation might
not be realistic and may be different for different platforms.
In our experiments, we used a personal computer (HP with
an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700@ 3.4GHz processor, 8GB main
memory, and the Ubuntu 14.04 operation system) as the server
(CSP and RA), and used a mobile phone (Samsung Galaxy
S5 with a Quad-core 2.45G processor, 2GB memory, and
the Google Android 4.4.2 operating system) as the vehicle.
Moreover, we have executed these operations 5000 times to
obtain the average running time based on the MiRACL library
[49]. The results are listed in Table III. Note that we neglect
the execution time of the bitwise XOR operation because it is
observably light compared with those of other operations.

TABLE III
EXECUTION TIMES OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS (MILLISECOND)

Operations Tbp Tbp.m Tmtp TW.m TM.m Th Te/d

Vehicle time 32.713 9.405 0.732 2.211 1.341 0.056 0.162
Sever time 5.086 0.694 0.099 0.322 0.168 0.001 0.026

1) Case I. A vehicle to a CSP: For this case, wherein
only the authentication of the session key between a vehicle
and a CSP is considered, a traditional comparison method is
used. This is because the other existing schemes [7], [13], [14]
use this traditional method to compare computation overheads;
thus, we also perform comparison using this method, and the
results are summarized in Table IV. Because other existing
schemes can be analyzed similarly, we analyze only the
computational overhead of the proposed scheme. Table IV
lists the computation overhead of each entity during the login,
authentication and key agreement phases.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON ON COMPUTATION COST OF VARIOUS SCHEMES IN CASE I

Vehicle RSU/FN/CSP TA/CS/RA

Liu
[13]

Tbp + Tbp.m+

2Tmtp + 2Te/d

≈ 43.906ms

Tbp + 2Tmtp

+2Te/d

≈ 5.336ms

2Tbp.m + 3Tmtp

+3Te/d

≈ 10.547ms

Ma
[14]

3TW.m + 4Th

≈ 6.857ms

4TW.m + 4Th

≈ 1.292ms

10TW.m + 11Th

≈ 3.231ms

Cui
[7]

3TW.m + 8Th

≈ 7.081ms

3TW.m + 7Th

≈ 0.973ms

2TW.m + 10Th

≈ 0.654ms

Our
3TM.m + 9Th

+Te/d ≈ 4.689ms

3TM.m + 7Th

≈ 0.511ms

2TM.m + 10Th

+Te/d ≈ 0.372ms

RSU/FN/CSP denotes a Road Side Unit, a Fog Node or a CSP.
TA/CS/RA denotes a trusted entity.

For the proposed scheme, the computation cost of a vehicle
from login to the completion of a request message requires
two Montgomery curve point multiplication operations, four
one-way hash function operations, and one symmetric en-
cryption operation. In addition, only one Montgomery curve
point multiplication operation and five one-way hash function
operations are required during the key agreement phases. Thus
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the execution time of a vehicle is 2TM.m + 4Th + Te/d +
Tm.m + 5Th ≈ 4.689 ms. Meanwhile, the execution time of
a CSP requires two Montgomery curve point multiplication
operations and two one-way hash function operations during
the broadcast phase before the vehicle login, and one Mont-
gomery curve point multiplication operation and five one-way
hash function operations during the authentication and key
agreement phases. Thus, the computation cost of a CSP is
2TM.m + 2Th + 1TM.m + 5Th ≈ 0.511 ms. Because the RA
does not participate in the login phase, we need to calcu-
late only the overhead of the RA during the authentication
and key agreement phases. The RA needs to conduct two
Montgomery curve point multiplication operations, ten one-
way hash function operations, and one symmetric decryption
operation. Consequently, the execution time of the RA is
2TM.m + 10Th + Te/d ≈ 0.372 ms.

2) Case II. n vehicles to m CSPs: In Case II, we consider
the authentication of session keys between n vehicles and m
CSP s. This case covers two other cases: wherein a vehicle
applies to multiple CSP s simultaneously, and wherein a CSP
is applied to by multiple vehicles simultaneously. For the sake
of brevity, we have analyzed only the case of n vehicles to
m CSP s. In Table V, we list the calculated computation
overheads for n vehicles selecting from m CSPs during the
login, authentication and key negotiation phases. We then
introduce details of the analysis of the proposed scheme. The
computation overheads of other existing schemes [7], [13],
[14] can be obtained similarly.

TABLE V
COMPARISON ON COMPUTATION COST OF VARIOUS SCHEMES IN CASE II

n vehicles m RSUs/FNs/CSPs TA/CS/RA

Liu
[13]

mnTbp + mnTbp.m+

2mnTmtp + 2mnTe/d

≈ 43.906mn(ms)

mnTbp + 2mnTmtp

+2mnTe/d ≈
5.336mn(ms)

2mnTbp.m + 3mnTmtp

+3mnTe/d ≈
10.547mn(ms)

Ma
[14]

3mnTW.m + 4mnTh

≈ 6.857mn(ms)

4mnTW.m + 4mnTh

≈ 1.292mn(ms)

10mnTW.m + 11mnTh

≈ 3.231mn(ms)

Cui
[7]

(m + 2)nTW.m+

(5m + 3)nTh ≈
2.491mn + 4.59n(ms)

3mnTW.m+

7mnTh ≈
0.973mn(ms)

(mn + n)TW.m+

(3n + 7mn)Th ≈
0.329mn + 0.325n(ms)

Our

(m + 2)nTM.m+

(5m + 4)nTh+

nTe/d ≈ 1.621mn

+3.068n(ms)

(2m + mn)TM.m

+(2m + 5mn)Th

≈ 0.173mn

+0.338m(ms)

(n + m)TM.m+

(2n + 2m + 6mn)Th

+nTe/d ≈ 0.006mn

+0.196n + 0.17m(ms)

In our scheme, because a vehicle calculation request mes-
sage contains the requested information for m CSP s, when
n vehicles request m CSP s separately, the computation
overhead from login to the completion of a request message
requires only n(2TM.m + 4Th + Te/d), instead of the com-
putation overhead of a vehicle that requires nm times, as
in the schemes [13] and [14]. Moreover, n vehicles receive
the establishment key information from m CSP s, and thus
each vehicle needs to calculate m shared secret keys; that is,
the calculation overhead of n vehicles is nm(TM.m + 4Th)
during the key agreement phases. Thus, the execution time of
n vehicles is n(2TM.m + 4Th + Te/d) + nm(TM.m + 5Th) ≈
1.621mn+3.068n ms. Because our scheme uses the broadcast
message method, the computation overhead of m CSP s in
the broadcast phase is m(2TM.m + 2Th). m CSP s need to

calculate shared secrets for n vehicles separately, and thus, the
computation overhead of m CSP s is nm(TM.m+5Th) during
the key agreement phases. Therefore, the computation time of
m CSP s is 2m(TM.m+Th)+nm(TM.m+5Th) = 0.173mn+
0.338m ms. Because the RA receives only n request messages
from n vehicles, the computational overhead for verifying
the vehicle requires only n(TM.m + 2Th + Te/d). Moreover,
because of the additional cost of repeated calculations, the
RA makes a record of CSP s that have been verified in the
same period, and thus, the computational cost for verifying
CSP is m(TM.m+2Th). Similarly, because the CSP does not
know the real identity of each vehicle, RA generates unique
authentication information for each CSP corresponding to
each vehicle, and thus, the overhead for generating verification
information is 6mnTh. Therefore, the computation time of
the RA is (n +m)TM.m + (2n + 2m + 6mn)Th + nTe/d ≈
0.006mn + 0.196n + 0.17m ms for n vehicles selecting m
CSPs .

According to Table IV, the total computational overhead of
our proposed scheme for Case I is only 5.572ms, whereas
those of the schemes by Liu et al. [13], Ma et al. [14],
and Cui et al. [7] are 59.789ms, 11.38ms, and 8.708ms,
respectively. Table V compares our proposed scheme with the
related schemes [7], [13], [14]. The results demonstrate that
the computational overhead increases with either the number
of vehicles or CSP s. For n = 1000 and m = 5, that is, a
case wherein 1000 vehicles apply to five CSPs simultaneously,
the total computation times observed are 298.95s, 56.90s,
23.88s and 12.27s for [13], [14], [7], and our proposed
scheme, respectively. Thus, for Case II, our proposed scheme
expends less computation overhead than those of other existing
schemes [7], [13], [14].

B. Comparison of Communication Overheads

Because the sizes of q, q̃, and q are 192 bytes (1536 bits),
32 bytes (256 bits), and 32 bytes (256 bits) respectively, the
sizes of the elements in G1, G, and G are 192×2 = 384 bytes,
32 × 2 = 64 bytes, and 32 × 2 = 64 bytes, respectively. We
also assume that the output size of a hash function, size of the
timestamp, block size of the symmetric encryption/decryption,
and size of a request are 32 bytes, 4 bytes, 16 bytes, and 4
bytes, respectively. Tables VI and VII compare the commu-
nication costs for two cases: one vehicle selecting one CSP
and n vehicles selecting from m CSPs. We then analyze the
communication overheads of these two cases. Because the
analyses of the other existing schemes [7], [13], [14] are
similar to the analysis of our proposed scheme, we discuss
only our proposed scheme in the following subsection.

1) Case I. A vehicle and a CSP: The communication
results for Case I are listed in Table VI. The proposed
scheme requires four rounds in the login, authentication and
key negotiation phases. In addition, the proposed scheme
spends the following number of bytes in for four messages:
M1 = {Wi, P IDi, Fi}, M2 = {Nr,W

”
i , GIDr, TSr, θ, ρ},

M3 = {Lj , GIDr, ρ, TSr, TSij} and an anonymous mes-
sage Mj = {Rj , P IDj , Sj , TSj} broadcasted by the CSP.
Because Wi and Rj belong to G; PIDi is the output of
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TABLE VI
COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISON IN CASE I

Scheme No. of messages Messages transmission among various entities Size (bytes)

Liu et al. [13] 5 Vi
1172−→ RSU

1556−→ TA
1636−→ RSU

1636−→ Vi
384−→ Vj 6384

Ma et al. [14] 4 Vi
132−→ FN

328−→ CS
260−→ FN

228−→ Vi 948

Cui et al. [7] 6 Vi
136−→ TA

4−→ CSP
136−→ TA

196−→ CSP
164−→ Vi

32−→ CSP 668

Our 4 CSP
132−→ Vi

112−→ RA
164−→ CSP

136−→ Vi 544

TABLE VII
COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD COMPARISON IN CASE II

Scheme No. of messages Messages transmission among various entities Size (bytes)

Liu et al. [13] 5mn Vi
1172mn−→ RSU

1556mn−→ TA
1636mn−→ RSU

1636mn−→ Vi
384mn−→ Vj 6384mn

Ma et al. [14] 4mn Vi
132mn−→ FN

328mn−→ CS
260mn−→ FN

228mn−→ Vi 948mn

Cui et al. [7] 5mn+n Vi
136n−→ TA

4mn−→ CSP
136mn−→ TA

196mn−→ CSP
164mn−→ Vi

32mn−→ CSP 532mn+136n

Our 2mn+m+n CSP
132m−→ Vi

112n−→ RA
164mn−→ CSP

136mn−→ Vi 300mn+132m+112n

the symmetric encryption; Fi, Nr, W ”
i , GIDr, θ, ρ, and

Lj are the output of the hash function; and TSj , TSr, and
TSij are the timestamps, the communication overheads of
messages for our scheme are | M1 |= (64 + 16 + 32) = 112
bytes, | M2 |= (32 + 32 + 32 + 4 + 32 + 32) = 164
bytes, | M3 |= (32 + 32 + 32 + 4 + 4) = 136 bytes and
| Mj |= (64 + 32 + 32 + 4) = 132 bytes. Thus, for Case
I, the cumulative communication overhead of our scheme is
(112 + 164 + 136 + 132) = 544.

1) Case II. n vehicles and m CSPs: The communication
results for Case II are listed in Table VII. For this case,
our proposed scheme requires only 2mn +m + n rounds in
the login, authentication and key negotiation phases. Because
our scheme uses the broadcast message method on the CSP
side, m CSPs need to broadcast only m anonymous messages
{Rj , P IDj , Sj , TSj}, where j = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1, instead of
nm messages, as in the schemes [13], [14] and [7]. Because
our scheme encrypts the anonymous information of the request
CSP , even if n vehicles request m CSPs separately, they
only need to send n pieces of request message M1 instead
of nm pieces. However, beyond that, because of the strong
privacy of vehicle identity, the RA needs to generate unique
authentication information for each vehicleCCSP pair that
wants to establish a secret private key, and thus, nm pieces of
authentication message M2 are sent by the RA. Similarly, m
CSP s need to send shared secrets for n vehicles separately,
and thus,nm pieces of authentication message M3 are sent by
the CSP s. Therefore, for Case II, the total communication
overhead of our scheme is m | Mj | +n | M1 | +nm |
M2 | +nm | M3 |= (132m + 112n + 164nm + 136nm) =
300mn+ 132m+ 112n bytes in Case II.

According to Table VI, the communication overhead of our
proposed scheme for Case I is only 544 bytes, whereas those of
the schemes by Liu et al. [13], Ma et al. [14], and Cui et al. [7]
are 6384 bytes, 948 bytes, and 668 bytes, respectively. Mean-
while, Table VII compares the communication costs between
our scheme and related schemes [7], [13], [14] for Case II.
The results indicate that the communication overhead increases
with either the number of vehicles or CSP s. Furthermore,
for n = 1000 and m = 5, that is, a case wherein 1000

vehicles apply to five CSPs simultaneously, the cumulative
communication overheads observed are 31171.88 KB, 4628.91
KB, 2730.47 KB and 1574.86 KB for [13], [14], [7], and
our proposed scheme, respectively. Based on an analysis and
comparison of Table VI and Table VII, we conclude that the
communication cost of our proposed scheme is lower than
those of the related schemes [7], [13], [14].

C. Comparison of Security and Functionality Features

Table VIII compares the security and functionality feature
analyse of the related schemes [7], [13], [14] and our scheme.
The symbol

√
indicates that the scheme is secure or provides

that feature. In contrast, the symbol × indicates that the
scheme is insecure or does not provide that feature. This table
indicates that only our proposed scheme can provide better
security features than those of existing schemes [7], [13], [14].

TABLE VIII
COMPARISON OF SECURITY AND FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES

Security Features [13] [14] [7] Our
Provides Mutual Authentication

√ √ √ √

Provides Anonymity
√ √ √ √

Provides Traceability
√ √ √ √

Provides Un-linkability
√ √ √ √

Perfect Forward Secrecy ×
√ √ √

Provision for revocation/re-registration × × ×
√

Privileged Insider Attack × ×
√ √

Offline Password Guessing Attack
√

×
√ √

Impersonation Attack × × ×
√

Replay Attack
√

× ×
√

Man-in-the-middle Attack
√

× ×
√

Ephemeral Secret Leakage Attack × × ×
√

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a many-to-many authentication and key
agreement scheme to achieve secure authentication between
multiple vehicles and multiple CSPs for vehicular networks.
In this scheme, the broadcast mechanism (at the CSP side)
and hybrid encryption algorithm (such as elliptic curve, hash,
and AES) are used to realize efficient many-to-many authen-
tication. Moreover, the proposed scheme provides better SK-
security compared with those of existing schemes [14] and [7],
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even if the session ephemeral secret is unexpectedly leaked.
Utilizing the widely-used ROR model and formal security
analysis, the proposed scheme is proven to be resistant to
several attacks. Finally, through performance evaluation, we
conclude that the proposed scheme has lower computation and
communication overhead, and provides higher security than
those of existing schemes [7], [13], [14].
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